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Regional Targeting in USA for Adwords
beta..

5:14 pm on Oct 24, 2003 (utco)

>Please know that we're staying alert to advertiser feedback here

Let 'er rip. This is it, the gusher.

>as to whether International users would like this feature as well.

Uuum, yes.

6:56 pm on Oct 24, 2003 (utc o)

Some of my affiliate ads have been updated. This could be one of the greatest
tools for affiliate pushers.

It would also be cool if you could select an entire state.

I cannot wait until you have regional areas for countries outside of the US.

8:21 pm on Oct 24, 2003 (utc o)

Why is this so great for advertisers?

Let's assume we're talking real estate like in the Google FAQ.
The advertiser who has a rent available in NYC still has to compete with
companies with very deep pockets for ad position correct?

Is it the hope that the surfer eventually gets trained to look for regional listings

	

and thus the CTR/ROI goes higher? Therefore lowering the CPC for the regional
advertiser so he can compete?

8:24 pm on Oct 24, 2003 (utc o)

This will be so cool. Maybe now my uncle who owns just the type of regional
business that can't really see the benefit of something like AdWords, will be
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interested.: )

I can see this as a huge boon to small business, all over the USA. Way to go
Google.

8:26 pm on Oct 24, 2003 (utr 0)

The advertiser who has a rent available in NYC still has to compete with companies with
very deep pockets for ad position correct?

Yes, but your hypothetical realtor no longer has to compete with the Tennessee
realtor for the same AdWords real estate. Surfers looking for real estate type in
Real Estate, not San Francisco Real Estate or New York Real Estate. This causes
the situation where you have non-competing advertisers competing against
each other.

It's also a pain to negative out 49 states and several hundred cities just to
reach those local surfers who do search for NY real estate by typing in the
terms, "Real Estate."

Do people really do that? Yup, they do. And that's what has, in the past, made
catching these surfers so difficult.

andrewhime 10:34 pm on Oct 24, 2003 (utc o)
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See my thread to see why.:)

7:52 pm on Oct 27, 2003 (utc o)

This is something that I'm pretty excited about. Bear in mind that it's in beta
(only U.S. targetting for now, for example), but I think this will be a tool that
advertisers can use in lots of neat ways. In the same way that country
targetting lets you snip out traffic to places you don't want to reach, this will let
people target even more specific geographical areas. I often hear people asking
about regional targeting, so I'm glad we're adding this tool to advertisers'
toolboxes. More targeted ads are better for users and should give better ROI
for advertisers too.

Hope that people enjoy playing with it, : )

8:35 pm on Oct 27, 2003 (utc o)

finally managed to get a screenshot of how the interface when using regional targeting looks

screen Shot

n-joy
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Shak

many many thanks to the 2 people who spent some time getting this for me, lattes on me

(edited by: Shak at 8:41 pm (utc) on Oct. 27, 2003]

8:40 pm on Oct 27, 2003 (utc o)

I expect we'll be a huge user of this, as our regional distribution network
currently requires us to target our marketing locally. We've used citysearch to
date, and obviously this will be a big improvement.

We added regional ads to our nationwide campaign on Saturday night. It's not
yet clear to us what hierarchy exists between regional and national ads.

It appears that in cases where region can be identified by IP, our regional ads
are running and our national ads are not. It also seems that the top 2 slots
may be reserved for national campaigns.

Can anyone confirm this behavior? Seems like an ideal solution, although we're
a bit concerned about being boxed out of slots I-2.

9:27 pm on Oct 27, 2003 (utc o)

Anyone getting good clicks?

I'm disappointed so far - around 2 percent of my Adword clicks are regional. It
may be too early to tell.

I assume other products are doing better than mine.

10:27 pm on Oct 27, 2003 (utc o)

Does this mean that it would make sense for me to duplicate all of my normal
ads that are regionally targeted?

Example: I have ads for keywords "widget los angeles". Should I make a new
regional campaign with the same keywords, but targeted to that specific area?
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